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ABSTRACT

This paper proposed a pattern matching algorithm based on
estimation of mutual information for speech recognition. The
preliminary experiments on connected Chinese digits recognition
show 97% of test digits were recognized correctly with 4 times
much less time consume than DTW or HMM, and it was 6%
higher than which gotten by conventional DTW with same
experiments data and condition. According to our experiments,
the proposed algorithm can be considered as an applicable
effective matching method for speech recognition especially for
monosyllable word recognition.

1.  INTRODUCTION

DTW[1] and HMM[2]  are two typical models for speech
recognition and have been used  for  development of various
speech  recognition system[3][4], much of research based on
artificial neural network(ANN) were also presented[6]. The
fundamental principle of these models are based on time-vary
filter productive model of speech signal. Although these models
sometimes were considered as successive algorithms for speech
recognition, but because long-time statistical features of speech
signal was not taken in the consideration, recognition
performance are influenced comparative easily by variation of
features. Besides, these methods need relative longer times for
training or pattern matching.

Mutual information is a expression of crossing information
between two random variables outputted from random signal
source . It become biggest when two variables are full dependent
and smallest when full independent. Conceptually, The mutual
information between two random variables out of same random
signal source will be greater than which of two random variables
out of different random signal source . Speech signal is a short-
time stationary random signal , so we can describe any speech
signal by wave samples itself or static features based on short-
time frames. Furthermore, for the problem of speech
recognition ,we can make assumption that the frames of speech
signal are the distribution of short-time random vector ,so a
reference or test speech pattern can be represented by a short-
time random vector with its statistical distribution features
such as multi-level probability function. If all spoken speech
according to one word are considered as various outputs of same
random signal source and every word in vocabulary corresponds

a random signal source. It is naturally thought out that the
mutual information can be applied to speech recognition as a
pattern matching description.

The proposed Mutual Information Matching (MIM)
algorithm in this paper not only takes matching of time-varying
features in frames, but also takes matching of statistical features
in whole speech signal.

2. MUTUAL INFORMATION AND SPEECH
SIGNAL

According to the Shannon information theory, the mutual
information is an expression of crossing information between
two random variables. If X and Y are two random variables, the
mutual information between X and Y is defined as following.

I(X;Y)=H(X)-H(X|Y)

here, H(X) and H(X|Y) are entropy of X and conditional
entropy of X when Y is determined respectively, defined as
following.

H(X) = - ∫x P(X) Log P(X) dX

H(X|Y) = -∫x∫y  P(Y)P(X|Y) Log P(X|Y) dXdY

P(X) , P(Y) and P(X|Y) are probabilities of X , Y and conditional
probability. It is obvious that when X and Y are independent ,
H(X|Y)=H(X), so I(X;Y)=0 , means can not get any information
of X from Y ; when X and Y are fully dependent, P(X|Y)=1,so
H(X|Y)=0 and I(X;Y)=H(X), means can get all information of X
from Y. Generally, I(X;Y) will be a value between 0 and H(X)
and has the symmetric characters such as I(X;Y)=I(Y;X).

Speech signal can be thought as a stationary random signal in a
short time such as 20ms, so most of our work on modeling ,
analysis and other process are based on short-time or frame
analysis. Now we are going to draw the idea of applying mutual
information to speech recognition based on short-time analysis.

Let S(n) is a speech signal with L frames , Si (n) is the frame i
and n=0,...,N-1 ; i=0,...,L-1; so S(n) can be described by Si (n)
∀i . Besides, we can thought of  Si (n)  ∀i  are distributions
of a short-time stationary random vector S  which has N
elements and the probabilistic function P(S ), so S(n) can be
described  by S  and P(S )  and its entropy will be
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H(S ) = -∫s P(S ) Log P(S ) dS

If there is another speech signal S’(n) and its corresponding
short-time random vector and probabilistic function are S’ and
P(S’) respectively, the entropy of S’ will be

H(S’) = -∫s’ P(S’) Log P(S’) dS’

The mutual information between S  and S’ is as following.

 I(S ; S’) = H(S ) - H(S |S’)

I(S’; S ) = H(S’) - H(S’|S )

Clearly if S  equals to S’ , I(S ; S’) trends to be largest value
H(S ) ,and if S  is fully independent to S’ , I(S ; S’) will trends
to be smallest value 0. In fact, the mutual information in
preceding equations can be thought as an estimation of similarity
between two speech signals, more similar signals such as
outputs of same random signal source according to a vocabulary
word will get higher mutual information than those outputs of
different random signal source according to different words.

3. MUTUAL INFORMATION
APPLICATION TO SPEECH

RECOGNITION

If there are V reference patterns {SR(i) ; i=1,2,...,V} according to
V words {Wi ; i=1,2,...,V} in the vocabulary of speech
recognition system , when a test pattern inputted , the task of
recognition system is to find a SR(k) which is most similar or
having smallest distance to the test pattern ST and then to
recognize inputted speech signal represents word Wk  .

Usually we use a likelihood function L(.) or distance function
D(.) for estimating the similarity or distance between reference
pattern SR(i) and test pattern ST .  k should be as follows.

)]i(S,S[LmaxArgk RT

i
=

     )]i(S,S[DminArgk RT

i
=

According to the discussion of previous paragraph , mutual
information is an estimation of similarity between speech signals,
it can replace the likelihood function in above equation ,so that
a speech recognition system based on estimation of mutual
information will get the recognition result by following equation.

)]i(S;S[ImaxArgk RT

i
=

It means that recognition result will show test pattern or
inputted speech represents word Wk because there is largest
mutual information value between ST  and SR(k) . Figure 1 is a
block diagram of speech recognition based on mutual information
matching .

ST

I [ST,SR(i)]

{ SR(i)  ; i = 1,2, ... ,V }

Wk

k=Argmax I[ST ,SR(i)]

       i

Figure 1: Speech Recognition Based on Mutual Information
Matching

The key of applying mutual information to speech recognition is
two problems: (1) What is the probability function of short-time
stationary random vector; (2) How to calculating mutual
information of two speech signals.

3.1.   Frame based features as a random
feature vector

As we know, for the efficiency and effect, people not use
speech signal samples but short-time frame features such as
pitch ,LPC , cepstrum etc . to represent speech patterns in
speech recognition . Therefore , in the speech recognition system
based on mutual information matching, ST  and SR(i) will be
represented by random feature vector T and Ri  with a
distribution sequence. If there are n frames in test pattern and m
frames in reference pattern, the test pattern ST  and reference
pattern SR(i)  can be described bellow.

 ST  ⇒  T ∈{T1 ,T2 , ... , Tn }

     SR(i) ⇒  Ri ∈ {Ri
1 , R

i
2 , ... , R

i
m }

T and Ri has same kind of parameter and element numbers, if
using LPC parameters they may like following.

( a1, a2,  ...  ,  ap )

Features such as short-time energy ,crossing, LPC are
approximately normally distributed random variables according
to Rabiner and his fellow’s research[5] . So if we use above LPC
parameters, T and Ri  can be described as normally distributed p
-dimensional random vectors which has the probabilistic
function  N ( mT ,CT ) and N ( mi

R , Ci
R ) as following.
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3.2.   Calculation of mutual information
between T and  Ri

The entropy of T and Ri  can be calculated by the integral



expression in paragraph two and are as following .
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The difficult is to draw out the conditional probabilistic function
P(T | Ri ) theoretically, but it will be easier if some
approximation were made. A legal assumption is that The
difference between output speech signals corresponding same
word was caused by some overlapped noise which can be
described as a normally distributed zero-means random signal
according to T and Ri  statistical characteristics. This noise will
be larger if two speech signals are corresponding to different
words. Let  T = Ri +ni , so P(T | Ri ) then can be calculated by
following formula.

 P(T | Ri ) = P(ni) = P(T - Ri)

Because of
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the mutual information between T and Ri  or test pattern and
reference pattern can be calculated as following .
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Because auto-covariance matrix CT of test pattern  is same to
every Ri , the recognition result depend on minimum | Cn

i |  .
When reference pattern and test pattern were normalized to
same time domain or having same frames ,for example L, Cn

i

can be estimated from its distribution values by following
equation.
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The above formula declared that the pattern matching based on
estimation of mutual information not only takes the matching of
long-time statistical feature of speech signal, but also takes the
matching of short-time features. For Chinese speech , if make
syllable as recognition primitive , 15 is a suitable number to L .

Therefore, a speech recognition system based on mutual
information matching will set test patttern to word Wk if

i

i
minArgk nC=

4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluated the performance of mutual information matching,
we selected 10 Chinese digits speech their phonetic characters
are much similar as recognition objects. Total 230 samples were

continuously spoken in 10 digits unit every time, 30 samples
were used for training and 200 were used as test pattern. For
comparison to traditional DTW algorithm , same samples were
used for experiments on DTW based recognition. Although we
did not do performance comparison experiments between MIM
and HMM, but we did comparison of time consumption among
MIM, DTW and standard HMM algorithms by theoretically
calculation. Some experiment parameters are listed  following
and the experiment results were shown in Table 1.

1. Speech was inputted through a sound
subsystem of PC with 11025Hz sampling rate
and quantified by 16 bits.

2. Every digit speech signal was normalized to
15 frames and set 18ms (200 points) for every
frame. Use rectangle window for short time
frame bordering and no overlap between
frames .

3. Used LPC features to describe speech pattern
and form random feature vector.

4. The adjusting window length was 3 and used
Chebyshev norm to calculate frame distance in
DTW experiment.

MIM DTWDigits
and
Pinyin 21 3 4 2 3 4 8

0 ling 12 1 2 1 1 1 0

1 yi 1 0 0 2 2 1 0

2 er 1 1 0 2 2 1 0

3 san 2 0 0 2 1 1 0

4 si 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

5 wu 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

6 liu 1 1 2 2 3 5 6

7 qi 0 3 1 0 0 0 0

8 ba 0 0 0 4 4 3 2

9 jiu 0 1 2 0 1 1 0

Error
rate (%)

3 3.5 3.5 10 11 9.5 8.0

Table 1: The recognition result of connected Chinese digits
using mutual information matching algorithm (1LPC level
2 Number of not recognized )

According to the experiment results , we got some conclusion: (1)
The average recognition rate is 97% which is 6% higher than that
got by DTW in same experiments condition; (2) Much higher
executive efficiency, the executive speed is 4 times faster than



that based on DTW or HMM when use same length of feature

vector such as LPC order 2,3 and 4; (3) Much less feature
numbers, only 2,3 or 4 is enough for current recognition , in fact ,
it is same to DTW based recognition though people usually use
8 LPC numbers.

For a comparison of time consume between three algorithms,
some parameters of standard HMM were assumed that the
codebook entry of VQ is M, state number of model is S, then
the multiplication number used in matching could be
approximately calculated by following formulas:

HMM/VQ: M•L •(P+1)+W•L•S•3

DTW: W•L•L•(P+1)/3

MIM: W•(L•P•P/2+P!)

Here, W is reference pattern number, L is frame number, p is
feature number. Table 2  and Figure 2 are illustrated efficiency
comparison by calculating multiplication along with LPC
number, the other parameters are W=10 L=15, M=20, S=4 . It is
obvious that  MIM is much efficient than other two algorithms
when p is less than 5.

Obviously, if we use I(SR(i); ST) for estimation of mutual
information between test pattern and reference pattern , the
formulation will be as following.
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Because the auto-covariance matrix of reference pattern i can be
calculated and saved before, the total executive efficiency is
nearly as same as the estimation presented before.

LPC
Number HMM/VQ DTW MIM

2 4500 2250 320

3 4800 3000 735

4 5100 3750 1440

5 5400 4500 3075

6 5700 5250 9430

7 6000 6000 54075

8 6300 6750 408000

Table 2:  The multiplication number in matching of three
algorithms HMM, DTW and MIM along with LPC feature
number.

Figure 2:  The lines describe the multiplication in matching of
three algorithms HMM, DTW and MIM along with LPC
feature number.

As a whole , a new speech pattern matching algorithm based on
estimation of mutual information were proposed and the
experiments on connected Chinese digits recognition
demonstrated its applicable and effective performance. This
algorithm as named MIM was perfectly used for matching of
monosyllabic speech pattern according to its principle, too much
variation of statistical features might cause the assumption of
normal distribution illegal. When to create a speech recognition
system base on mutual information matching , cooperating with
other optimization in preprocessing  and other acoustic,
phonetic and structure features will make the system more ideal
and robust.
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